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•  Multi-touch has become pervasive since the introduction 
of the iPhone in 2007.  

•  In the past few years, more notebooks (e.g., Microsoft 
Surface) and tablets (e.g., iPad) have begun to take off 
with multi-touch as one of the input modalities.  

•  One of the challenges is incorporating early detection of 
multi-touch gesture with interactive systems and 
detection using template based matching.  

•  Users have already internalized some multi-touch 
gestures.  
•  However, when going beyond the simple pinch, 

swipe, and rotate gestures, there is still a need for a 
generalized (non-ad-hoc) interactive gesture 
recognizer that is responsive and easy to implement.  

•  CircGR is an interactive template-based recognition 
algorithm 
•  which uses circular design primarily for non-symbolic 

gestures (e.g., rotate is a non-symbolic gesture, versus 
the letter A). 

•  One of the advantages of template-based matching is that 
it doesn’t require large training sets (one template per 
gesture is sufficient).  

Intro/Motivation 

•  CircGR is a novel way to recognize non-symbolic gestures 
for interactive  

•  Our algorithm, tested with 60 subjects with a set of 36 
gestures (for a total of 12960 gestures collected), yielded an 
accuracy (ACC) of 99% and a Matthews correlation 
coefficient (MCC) of 0.95.  

•  One of the main features of our algorithm is the ability for 
early detection by classifying while the gestures are in 
progress. 

•  As with the $ Family, CircGR provides the ability of 
gesture designers to create gestures by example and quickly 
prototype gesture sets. 

•  Expanding our work to 3D gesture recognition. In addition. 
•  Improve early detection. 
•  CircGR can be linearithmic under the assumption that 

spatial observation must be sorted during classification. 
Sorting provides the highest accuracy, but this is not 
required for CircGR.  
•  A future study may evaluate the degradation of accuracy 

when omitting sorting in CircGR. 

Future Work 

Evaluation 

Circular statistics is primarily focused on data that represents 
time, direction, and orientation. These measures have no particular 
sense of ”magnitude”. 
• Non-symbolic multi-touch gesture template matcher 

•  Circular Measures as gesture Representation 
•  Requires very as little as 1 example per template 
•  Supports user defined gestures 
•  Real-time, online classification 

• Circular observation is the polar angle α of a unit vector 
•  E.g. a polar coordinate (1, α ) 
•  Easily converted from point P 

• Resultant Vector R 
•  Average of a set of N angles αi 
•  R is not a unit vector 

• Distance d between two observations, α and β, is the length of the smallest arc between them. 

CircGR 

Gesture Definition Languages: XML (GDML), Regular 
Expression (Proton++), Logical rules (Midas) 
 
Specification by example: Hidden Markov Models, Neural 
Networks, Nearest Neighbor ($-Family) 

Related Work 

Accuracy = 99% MCC = 0.95 

■  CircGR v.s. $P v.s. $P-Filter 
–  P-Filter is $P with template filtering 

■  Offline classification of experimental data 

■  Evaluated over: 
–  ACC and MCC metrics 
–  Batch Time: Time to classify all data 
–  Per Gesture: time to classify a gesture   
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[!!...] ID=4  ID=4   ID=4 [!!...] ID=1 [!!...] ID=1  ID=1   ID=2  [!!...] [!!...] [!!...] [!!...] [!!...] [!!...] [!!...] [!!...]
   x=100  x=100 x=100     x=111    x=105  x=107 x=300
   y=250  y=250 y=250    y=263    y=256  y=261 y=245

Window (64 points x 3 fingers x 3 windows)

[!!...] ID=4  ID=4  ID=4  [!!...] ID=1  [!!...] ID=1  ID=1  ID=2  [!!...] [!!...] [!!...]
      x=100 x=100  x=100       x=111       x=105 x=107  x=300
      y=250 y=250  y=250       y=263       y=256 y=261  y=245

Window (64 points x 3 fingers x 2 windows)

[!!...] ID=4  ID=4  ID=4  [!!...] ID=1
    x=100 x=100 x=100 
    y=250 y=250  y=250   

Window (64 points x 3 fingers x 1 window)

Contributions 

Early Gesture Detection 

Read our Paper and go to our 
Presentation for more 
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